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ABSTRACT 

Circuit partition for low power is one of the useful 
techniques which reduce power dissipation by confining the 
switching activity to a subcircuit. In this paper, we propose 
an effective output-oriented partition algorithm for low 
power combinational logic circuit. Unlike previous study, 
we discuss the relationship among power dissipation, area 
complexity and input/output behavior of a combinational 
logic circuit rather than inspect its logic function. 
Experimental results show that our algorithm can obtain 
sizable power saving over a wide range of MCNC 
benchmarks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In CMOS design, the dynamic power of circuits accounts 
for over 90% of the total power consumption [ 11. It implies 
the power dissipation is directly proportional to the average 
switching activity of a circuit. Based on the result, many 
power optimization techniques which aimed at minimizing 
switching activity at architectural and logic levels are 
proposed in recent years. [2] is a good survey of previous 
work. 

Recently, there are two major low power techniques in 
logic level synthesis: precomputation and gated-clock. 
Luca and Giovanni proposed gated-clock to build low 
power FSMs [3]. The technique stops the useless circuit 
glitches in the idle states of FSMs. In [4], [ 5 ] ,  an FSM 
being decomposed into a number of coupled submachines 
so that some state transitions of high probability will be 
confined to the smaller submachines most of the time. 
Alidina, et al. first proposed precomputation-base scheme, 
which selectively disables the inputs of a sequential logic 
circuit to achieve low power [6].  On the other hand, another 
variant precomputation scheme is circuit partition. In 1998, 
Chen proposed a bipartiton architecture which treated each 
output value of a combinational circuit as one state of an 
FSM, the most transitive states will be extracted to build a 
small subcircuit [7]. The power saving is based on the 
observation that most time the small block is at work and 
the big one is idle. However, bipartition approach is limited 

if the probability distribution of the output vectors is 
uniform in the circuit, moreover the precomputation logic 
which used to select the subcircuit to compute always 
offsets the power saving. Choi and Hwang partition a 
combinational circuit into multiple subcircuits through 
recursive application of Shannon expansion with respect to 
the selected input variables [SI. The advantage of this 
architecture is that it simplify the precomputation logic as 
an “encoder”. Nevertheless, the algorithm to select the best 
input is quite complex. 

In this paper, we propose an output-oriented partition 
algorithm for optimizing the power of logic circuits. By 
surveying the theoretical models of power dissipation and 
area complexity, we know that the circuit area depends on 
the output entropy and grows exponentially with input 
number [9], [lo], [ I l l ,  [2]. Therefore, based on evenly 
partitioning the output vectors by Shannon expansion 
scheme, where the area of each partition is significantly 
smaller than the original. Since the different output vector 
of each partition may be reduced, of course, the entropy of 
each partition is also reduced. 

2. MULTIPARTITION ARCHITECTURE 

According to the Shannon expansion, a combinational 
circuit can be partitioned into 2“ blocks by recursively 
applying the Shannon expansion, where $n$ is the number 
of the input variables. Here the selection logic is 
constructed in the form of a decoder. For example, if we 
select any two of the input variables in a combinational 
logic, the circuit will be partitioned into four blocks as in 
Fig. 1. Depending on the selection of input variables, the 
selection logic activates one of the four cofactor circuits 
fI,fl,f3,f4 by enabling its input latch while the others is 
disabled. 

However, a large amount of duplicated latches for 
turning on/off each cofactor circuit is a main disadvantage 
of this architecture. In addition, we also need a m-to-1 
multiplexors for each output pin, where m is the number of 
partitions. 
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3. PARTITION ALGORITHM 

As we mentioned in [9], the area complexity depends on 
the number of input, in which, the average area complexity 
of .an n-input Boolean function varies exponentially with 
the number of different output. On the other hand, in a ,  
ran'dom input logic, if we select n input logic as selection 
variables, the activated probability of each partition can be 
regarded as 1/2" . Therefore, evenly partitioning the output 
vectors by its input variables leads to better result on 
theoretical view. 

Example 1: In Fig. 2, we select different input variables to 
partition the truth table based on the Shannon expansion. If 
we select x2 as the partition variable, the output vector will 
be (00, lo} when x2 = 0, and it will be { 11, lo] when x2= 

1. Hence the number of different output vectors in both 
partitions is two. However, if we select x3 to partition the 
same table, the number of different output vectors are three 
ancl two corresponding to x3 = 0 and x3 = 1, respectively. 
However, for instance, if we want to partition circuit into 2k 
subcircuits by using the Shannon expansion, there will be 
difFerent combinations. It is very inefficient to try all these 
combinations for finding an optimal solution. Thus we 
develop a heuristic approach to satisfy the minimal number 
of output for each partition. The basic operation of it is 
selecting an input variable which yields the even 
distribution with minimal number of different output. A 
new input set is given without the selecting variable for 
partitioning. A Z h  partition will be achieved by applying the 
operation k times. The following heuristic partition 
algorithm illustrates the procedure. 

Bit-Vector: Vector of {O, I )  
Pattern: (Bit-Vector Input-Vector, 

Partition- Vector: Ordered-Set of Integer 
Paltern-Set: Ordered-Set of Pattern 
Partition-vector-Set: Ordered-Set of Partition- Vector 
Bit-Vector-Set: Order-Set of Bit-Vector 
PA PA RTITION(Pattern-Set PS, Integer depth) 

Bit-Vector Output-Vector) 

Integer min-value f+ 
Partition-Vector Sv f { O ,  I , .  . ., !Input- Vector!- 1 
Partition-Vector PV f@ 
FOR Integer I From 1 TO depth 
DO 

Partition-Vector-Set PVS f@ 
FOR EACH IntegerpE SV-PV 

DO 
Partition-Vector New-PVfPVV { p )  
Pattern-Set(PSo, PSI, . . ., 

Integer ma-value 

f 
DO-PARTITION(PS, NE W-PV) 

MAX;:;(COUNT -OUTPUT(PS,)~ 
IF man-value < min-value 
THEN 

PVS +{New-PV) 
min-value &ax-value 

ELSE IF max-vulue = min-value 

THEN 
PVS f P V  U {New-PV) 

PV randomly select an element from PVS 
RETURN PV 

DO-PARTITION(Pattern-Set PS, Partition-Vector PV) 
Pattern-Set(PS,, PSI, ..., P.Ti.l) tY@, @, _.., @) 
FOR EACH Pattern P E  PS 
DO 

Integer i f 0 
FOR EACH Integer j E  PV 
DO 

i f i x  2+P.Input-Vector[j] 
p s ,  lPl  

RE TURN( PSo, PSI, . , . , PS,'.') 
COUNT- 0 UTP UT(Pattern-Set PS) 
Bit-Vector-Set OS f@ 
FOR EACH Pattern P E  PS 
DO 

RETURN lOSl 
OS +OS v {P.  Output-Vector) 

The algorithm partitions a circuit into Zdepfh parts 
according to the depth bits of its input. The input bits 
selected for partition form the partition vector. During each 
iteration, we add one more input hit to the partition vector 
such that the number of different o'utput of partitions by the 
partition vector is minimal, until we reached depth bits. 
Note that if there exist more than one bit to do so, we 
randomly select one in our a1gorith.m. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

The output-oriented partition ' algorithm has been 
implemented in C++ on a SUN Sparc station. We used the 
SIS to synthesize our partition results and estimated the 
power with cell library, MCNCgenl ib  and 
MCNC-1atch.genlib (including in SIS) [ 121. The power 
dissipation of the circuits including selection logic, flip- 
flops, input latches of each partition, partitions and 
multiplexor. 19 random logic circuits taken from MCNC 
PLAs are used to verify our algorithm. In the experiment, 
5v supply voltage and a clock frsequency of 20MHz were 
assumed. The rugged script of SIS was used to optimize the 
benchmarks. All power estimates are in micro-Watts and 
areas are the relative cost (which defined by MCNC.genlib 
and MCNC-1atch.genlib of each cell in SIS). Table 1 shows 
the experimental results over wide range of MCNC PLAs. 
The Original column stands' for the benchmarks 
implemented by conventional architecture. The benchmarks 
implemented by the proposed algorithm are shown in 
multipartition architecture column. The #P represents the 
partition number of the multipiirtition architecture. The 
power and area reduction,s are computed as 

. Thus. the negative value of the 

columns mean the powedarea reduction in multipartition 
architecture. In all benchmarks, itwo-way partition obtains 
power saving effect, as well as area decreased in most 

lOO(0riginal- Multiparfition) 
original 
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cases. However, the highest power reduction rate does not 
always perform on two-way partition. For example, the 
highest power reduction rate of 9syniizI and sa02 are four- 
way partition. The remarkable area overhead of eight-way 
partition in most benchmarks are due to the duplicated 
input latches and multiplexors. 

In summary, the power savings can be obtained over 
most benchmarks for multipartition architecture by 
synthesizing with our output-oriented algorithm. As shown 
in Table 1, in the case of the 9synzni1, up to 53.7% 
substantial power reduction can be obtained. However, as 
the partition number increased, the area overhead increased 
due to the control logic which consists of duplicated 
latches, multiplexor and complex selection logic. This also 
offsets the power saving effect we get by the multipartition 
architecture. 

5. CONCLUSION 

An output-oriented partition algorithm for low power 
multipartition architecture was presented. Unlike previous 
studies, we partition a combinational logic circuit by the 
output occurrence rather than analyze its logic function. 
Based on the Shannon expansion, we select the input 
variables in term of minimizing and evenly distributing the 
distinct output among partitions. Therefore, reduce the area 
complexity and limit switching activity of each partition. 

While partitioning a circuit by applying the Shannon 
expansion, this paper offers two important contributions. 
First, we can obtain power saving with area decreased 
by using our algorithm in multipartition architecture. The 
limitation is unavoidable to all partition schemes based on 
the Shannon expansion. Our experimental results suggests 
that two or four-way partition achieved good tradeoff in 
power and area. Second, output occurrence is another 
possibility for partitioning circuit to get power reduction. 
Besides, the multiplexor of multipartition architecture 
determines the amount of power dissipation, area and delay. 
As proposed in [SI, if we replace the output multiplexor by 
a transmission gate in a wired-OR form, our method can 
produce better results in power, area and delay. 
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Fig. 1 4-partition architecture 
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Fig. 2 Example of partition 
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